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GET BACK IN HERE!
Library Promotional Ideas to

Draw People Back to the Library
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Library: 10.5 trips a year

Live music or theater: 4 trips a year

Casinos: 2.5 trips a year

Theme parks: 1.5 trips a year

Zoos: 1 trip a year

We had found 
our groove.

Americans' Report of Leisure and Activities, Gallup
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#CMWorld

This is the
turning point.
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It started with a box.
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Free book

Prize

Event calendar

Scratch-off ticket

Every box contained...
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Five times as many 
signups as in 2020.
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When will library 

use return to 

normal?
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Three-step 
process
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Set your 
priorities.

Collection 
as bait!

Find and 
replicate 

successes.

Get Back in Here!
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Retail principle to drive 
library use.

Cross-selling: suggesting additional items to a buyer 
who's already committed to making a purchase.
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Retail secret

*Outbound Engine, April 2021

Acquiring a new 
customer cost five 
times as much as 
retaining an existing 
customer.

01
Success rate for 
existing customer 
is 60-70%.

02
Success rate for 
new customer is 5-
20%.

03
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Set your 
priorities.
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Choose your tactics.

What works best for your audience?

Now is not the time to experiment.

Where is your audience right now?
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Tactic #1: Facebook
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Tactic #2: Website
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Tactic #3: Email
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For each 

promotional tactic:
Set one or two goals

Set a time frame.

Set success measures.

Write it down.
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Your collection
as bait.
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Your readers are 

most likely to 

interact with 

your library.
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Every hold and curbside bag.

Use context clues to match to interests.

Bridge with bookmarks
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Look for 
opportunities.
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Look for 
opportunities.
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Look for 
opportunities.
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Re-engage with 

Readers' 

Advisory
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Survey partners
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of respondents said that 
readers’ advisory is either

very important (60%) or important 
(32%)

to their library.

92%
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Libraries have added or expanded some reader 

services during COVID.

Added as 
new service

Expanded 
existing 
service

Curbside service 86% 4%

Virtual programs 57% 24%

Book bundles/Grab and Go Book Bags 50% 9%

Personal shopper RA/Individually curated book 
bundles 43% 12%

Recorded video book talks 35% 14%

Form-based RA 31% 12%

Chat RA 15% 7%

RA via social media 11% 26%

Browsable resources on website/catalog 8% 26%

Phone RA 5% 14%
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Readers' advisory service + related 
promotion

1:1 ratio
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Niles-Maine 
District Library
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Promote your readers' 

advisory services.

Make it easy to find your form.

Talk about it.

Make a video.

Do it live on social media.
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Boston Public 
Library
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Stark 
Library
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Get their email address.

Ask them to self-identify interests.

Give them a print promotional piece.

Keep the connection.
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Onboarding for all cardholders

Re-introduce everyone to the library
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Onboarding email 

series
Popular resources

Hidden treasures

1:1 ratio per email
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Use metrics to 
build 

momentum.
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Data saves you
time and energy.
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Event metrics

to track
Attendance

Surveys
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Circulation metrics to track

For collection marketing

• Holds

• Checkouts
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Database use
Reference 
questions

Visits to 
landing pages

Service metrics to track
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Measuring website

Hits/views

Bounce rate

Time spent on site
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Measuring

social media

Engagement (likes, shares, comments)

Followers

Platform-specific insights
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Measuring email Open rate

Click rate

Action taken
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Measuring video

Views

Watch time

Engagement (likes, comments, shares)
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Net promoter score

Increased donations

Media coverage

Brand awareness 

metrics to track
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Measuring print

Copies picked up

QR code hits

Print-only landing page on website.
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Chats, 
calls, 

emails
Visitors

WiFi 
logins

Computer 
use

Metrics to 
track
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Curbside 
visits 

Book 
Bundle 
pickups

RA 
requests 
fulfilled

Pickup 
locker use

Metrics to 
track
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Get people to use 

your library again.

Set your priorities.

Collection as bait.

Find and replicate success.
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Collection Promotion Deep-Dive, 

Marketing Foundations, Telling Your 

Library's Story.

Training is done remotely.

Learn with NoveList

More info at LearnWithNoveList.com
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Questions?
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THANK YOU
Angela Hursh | Senior Engagement Consultant

ahursh@ebsco.com 919-381-3854


